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PREPAOE.
In this thesis on ALTl'IRNATING CURRENT REGULATION, it is realized
that many iinportanb and intsresbiny liaes of v/, ci?k have only been toach-
ed upon. This has been necessarily due bo the liinib of bi:ne allo7;ed
for invesb i;^ab ion, and bo bhe single type of apparabus available.
The main treatmenb,a3 taken up, is founded, for the mosb parb,on
experiments- vrith the Manhatban Gonsbanb-Currenb Regulator in connecb-
ion wibh a lighbing circuit containing three series enclosed arc lamps.
This apparatus was loaned to bhe Slecbrical Engineering Department of
the University of Illinois, bhrough bhe courtesy of the Manhabban Gener-
al Consbrucbion Company of New York.
The invesb igab ion vjas baken up alqng bhe line of :- exbernal reg-
ulation characberisbics; principles of bhe regulator lever-arm; deter-
minations of povver-facbor and efficiency of regulator; e""f ect on regu-
lation of shunted capaoity;and of neutralization.
The experimenbs v/ere made under act ual, every-dayL,.working condibion 5.
This ^'jas accomplished by making an artificial arc-lighting circuib, con-
taining the regulabor and bhe bhree series-enclosed are lamps.- All ex,-
perimenbs were made under bhe besb obtainable condibions, considering
the commercial character of the ecjuipmenb.
lb is shovrn bhat this spsbem of regulation of' se^^ies enclosed arc
lamps has, evidenbly, been developed on a scientific b;;-;sis. The poster
factor is aboub SO per cent.. at luII load, and the eifieiency alioub 35
per cent., at the same normal lull load. The regulation of bhe current
by the regulabor is,wibhoub doubb, excellenb, and the fact that any sin-
gle or bwo-^hase generabor may be used, is of greab imporbance boday.
The V7ave fofm and poor regulation of bhe generabor are nob in evidence.
This type of ssiries enclosed arc lamps may be used,vribh bhe regulator,
across any single phase incandescenb circuib in parallel.
U
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SYLLABUS. ALfSRlMTING GURRSNT 'RSGULATIOH.
I.-DSVSLOPMEKT 'OP 'ELHlOTRIO -SOFPLY REGULATION.
1. -Rogulab ion in general, defined, explainsd; bearing of electric supply.-
See A. I.E. E. Standardization Rules : "Regulation.
"
2. -Development of principle of A. 0. regulation, -single and p, dyphase.-
S.-Oifficulty of vcltage regulation vrith early alternators and inductor!;.
4. -Regulation in single, ^ralyphase, mult i-circuit & monocyclic systems.
5. -Regulation in distribution: (a) direct, from generator terminals;
(b)indirect , through transf oriners, converters and boosters.
II. -THEORY AND PRINGIPLES OE A. 0. REGULATION.
1, -Principles; general, and of special types of A. 0. potential regulators.
8. -Principles; general, and of special types of Alt. current regulators.
III. -CLASSIFICATION.
1. -GeneraT rotationary. induction apparatus, class of potential regulators '
A coil shunt and a coil in series v/ith circuit, so arranged to
change ratio of tansf ormat ion between them at will.
(a )Compensator potential-regulators, turns of one coil changed.
(b) Induction potential rsgulat ors, posi tiqn of- Pri.^-r Sec. changed.
• (o-)Magneto-potential regulabofs , change direction of flux to coils.
2. Subdivisions: As to factor un der control or regulation:
(a)Potenbial regulators; (b)Ourrent regulations.
IV. -ELEMENTS OP DESIGN OP REGULATORS.
1, -Allo-vTances, coastants, coec f icients, general and special; selection of
- 8.
-Electric • and magnet ic circuits mechanical details,
V.-EOOMOMICS OP REGULATION.
l.-As to installation of system; effect of ' location of central, substatio i
and f eeding points; centre of gravity.
8, -Effect of A. 0. networks upon single and ]!rolyf;hase regulation:
-3. -Drop:dei inition of and methods of regulating A. C. drop.-
4, -Lo5ses:determination and separation of as affecting regulation:
Loss due inductance, capacity, skin effect , resistance, leakage.
VI. -CONSTRUCTION OP A?C'?REGULATORS.
1. -Electrical details, series and shunt coils, wnadingsvinsulation, etc.
8. -Magnetic considerat ions,'laminabion of cores, etc.
3. -Mechanical and structural details, and accessories.
4. -Limitations upon regulation imposed by construction.
5. -Examples and description of regulators, in commercial use.

/V.
VII. -Sse Schedule O.S of the Manual.
VIII. -OFERAT. 101:'! OP REGULATORS.
1, -General behavior, under normal and extreme conditions.
2. -Functional working, best operation conditions-, faulty working.
3» -Regulab ion as affected by factors and elements of electric supply.
(a)Prime movers; effect of angular velocity upon regulation;
Variation and pulsation; See A. I.E. E. Standardization Rules.
Crank engines, steam or gas,vn.th variable angular velocity.-
Turbines, stearn or water, with constant angular velocity.
(b )Senerators;Eff ect of series turns, compensated revolving fields,
^
magnetic reactance on series excitec, over-excitation, wave form,
etc.
(c) Linerconstants. and characteristics as affectino regulation.
Resistance, reactance, capacity, skin effeet , leakage, mutuii induc-
tion.
Compensation, neutralization, balance; drop, resonant rise, Pow. 'ract
.
(d)Recetver :character of load, phase relation, unbalanced pclyphase
IX. -PERF0RM\:NCS and testing regulators. See Watt. Sylla-
bus.
X. -APPLICATION OF A. 0. REGULATORS.
1. -Lighting, arc and incandescent ; constaat potential and current.
2. -Povjer rtransmission, tractioa and industrial devel q)meats.
3. -Transformers and regulators, capacity, skin effect, leakage, mut , ind.
Syllabus Aiternating Current Regulation.
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ALTSSNATIN3 0URR3[^T HESULATIQH.
CHAP'TgR.I.
THE ^OSYSLOeMSNT OP ,ELeOT8IG SUPPLY SSGULATIOfl.
Art.l. REGULATION .IN GESEHAL ^MAY .BE DEEIHED as follows: The -reg-
ulation of ^ny apparatus for constant ,potent ial,-CurreQt or speed is the
" ~ f-o no load-
variation .of -potentialj.curreat^or speed from any assigned. or full load^
It is measured by the maximum variation between .such -limits, the .condi-
-tions of operation .remaining .constant .and .normal..* The bearing .which
.resSulation has on electric supply .is very great, since the best -condi-
tions of regulation .are,.in
.
general, the best .conditions .of .operation.
.Art. 2. THE DEVELOPMENT of alternating .current regulation .has occur-
.red in tv70 stages. The. first stage dates back to the. potential regula-
tion.of the earlier .types of single .and polyphase alternators. The
second .stage of constant -current regulation is of a later date and ov/es
its development ,.principally, to the modern system of alternating con-
stant-current series arc lighting.
.Art. 3. THE DIEEIOULTY 0.E VOLTAGE REGULATION .with .early alternators
and .inductors ?;as due to their . poor design. The magnetic circuit v/as
ppor and other parts in proportion. Apparently enough ivas not known
.of the inherent qualities of such types, and of the value of g cod reg-
ulation.
.Art.4. -BEGULATIOK .IS SINGLE ! '^'HASE three-wire circuits is accomplish-
•
.cd by .placing .some sort of a re^^ulator in between , the third ?dre and
one leg to .keep the voltage equal on the two legs. Regulation in two-
.phase,.three-rwire is accomplished .by the .interconnecting .of the .vzinding,-
In each case .where the coils are independent, tv/o of the terminals be-
.longing to different .phases, may be .connected together, and a single re-
turn wire employed instead of having four lines. .An example . of this
.is a plant near LuGerne,.where the stationary armatures give tvfo-phase
.currents at 3300 volts distributed on three wires. The regulation of
voltage in
.
polyphzse .star and delta networks is more complicated, but
is not found to present any difficulty. "If a star-grouping adapted
^Standardization Rules of the American . Inst itute of Electrical Engin-
eers, paragraph 43, p. 10

-in a three-rphase distribution, a fourth v/ire, v/hich is brought back to the
.Gommon junction . of the three , circuits" of the generat a?,]iiay serve to
equalize ;the .pressure in case the loads in the three branches. are un-
.equal. Or a three-phase .equalizer .can be added at soffie convenient -point
.in .the .net v7ork,.in the form of a three-phase transf-ormec, each >li:Eb .of
.which -is bound .with but a single coil. .It is,.in' fact , a three-rphase
.choking-rcoiljor .autortransf oriiier. In multi-circuit systeciis of . poly-
.
phase .netv/orks,.each .part bends to regulate the other . In case of injurj
or total break-down upon a single device as a transformer in the short-
.
circuiting. of a few turns of wire, one part tends to regulate bhe other,
^
and the general working^the sysb err- -is not impaired.
.Art»5. REGULATION .IM DISTRIBUTION is of two distinct methods;-i.e.
.(l)Direct,as frorr; the generator terminals bo the receiver; (S)Indirect, ^
or frofii the generabor through transfor222eES,.convsrbers, boosters, ebc. , to
the receiver. The former .method .was the one first used, but -later -de-
velopment in distribution has rendered the latter .method more common
.and .none the less .econotnical, as in all cases. of high voltage transmis-
ision .above 1100 volts. Stabic transformers are invariably used for
.all -indirecb distribution in high voltage systems, while .robary converb-
.ers are used for alraosb all .cl.isses of single and ., plyphase service up
to and including, for instance, 360-375 alternating currenb , three-rphase
.as adapted to GOO-6.25 volts direct-currenb for traction service. Di-
.rect distribution - is advocated by many for all direct sppply for trans-
mission up to, and including, 1100 volts.
.*Polyphase .Electric Currents", S.P.Thompson, ,p.391
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CH&PTER .II.
THEORY .AMD ,PRINaiPLSS OF ALTERH^T INS GURRS!^T
RSGULATIOM.
Art. 6. TKS, PRINGIPLS OF AN .ALTERKATIKG-CaRR3KT FOTSf^TIAL REGULATOR
.is that the potential of the circuit with Tfhich .it is connected luaiy be
.increased . or decreased /within .certain defined liiiiits,.without .appreciabljj
.affecting -the generator .voltage. The .well knovm types of potential
.regulators ,03, conDnercially .classified, are: (1 )General .electric, (a) -
Magnetic, (b )Induction; (2)0hapraan; r(3)Stanley; (4 )Stillwell; (5)Kapp;
.(6)Westinghouse Stage Regulator
.
(l)-a. One type of the General Electric regulator , is the
."Feeder .Potential! Regulator, Type 'M.R. This magnetic feeder ,pctent-
.ial regulator afforded a simple .neans for controlling .the .voltage of
single-phase, alternating-current . circuits. The effective voltage on a
circuit can be either .raised or lov/ered .within liicits .of the regulator 's
.capacity, by snraply turning an iron core by ;ceans of a hand .vrheel and
shaft. The . "Ivi. R. "regulator is a transformer , having a secondary of change
.able voltage." The
.
primary is connected .in series .?/ith the .circuit , the
voltage . of which is to be controlled. The adjust.-nent .of voltage is .ef-
fected by varying or reversing the mut'ual. induction of the coils through
changes. of tha. posit ion of the iron core.
(l)-b. Another type of General Electric regulator is the
."induction Potential Regulator." The
.
priinary winding is connected in
shunt, and the secondary .in series with the circuit. The voltage gener-
ated in each . Those of the secondary winding .is constant, but by varying
the relative poGitioas of the pri -.ary and secondary, the effective volt-
age of an}/ phi.:se of the secondary on its circuit is varied from raaxi-
.mum boosting to zero, and to maxiraum lov/ering.
(8). The Ghapiiian voltage regulator . consists . of a relay in
pacallel .with the maia circuit. . T'so . solenoids^ which . are . energized .with
.current .from . the .exciter,. are . placed . in .connect ion .v/ith .the .relay. . As
long as .delivered. B.M. P. is normal, no . current .flov/s through . the . solen-
.oids.' .When .B.fJ.F, varies, the .relay .closes .the .circuit .of .one .or the
other of -.the . solenoids
^
according .to .whether - the -E.M..F.has dropped .or
.risen,. and .a .contact .shoe .is .operated .to .cut . in or out,.the .resistance
.in .series .with .the . field .coils . of . the .generator. .A Ohapraan .regulator
;in . operation,. may be .seen .at the .Urbana .Electric .Light .and .Pov/er .Plant.
(3). The Stanley .Potential -Regulator -is generally .a .poly-
.
phase .regulator. .The .regulation .of .phase .pressures .independently .is

accomplishsd by changing the effecbivs burns on the arinaturs. At one
end of the vrinding of each phase, are several regulafcing coils from whiclj
taps are brought out to suitable regulator heads vrhich are mounted on
a terminal board, fastened to the machine. Hand levers on the terminal
board permit cutting in, or out, turns of the regulating coils, thus rais-
ing, or lov;ering the E.M.F.of- any phase.
(4) ." The Still;7ell Potential Regulator consists, primarily, of a
transformer built ',7ith a secondary coil adjustable in length, and a mult
point sv7ibch,to vfhich connections are brought out from different points
of the secondary coil. By means of this switch, the E.M.P., due to the
whole or a part of the secondary coil of the regulator, is added to or
subtrocted from the initial potential of the feeder circuit. Within th|
limits of the voltage thus added, the potential of the supply circuit is
subject to adjustment , independent of whatever may be the potential at
the alternator, terminals. ' An example of this. type of regulator may. be
seen at the Champaign Electric Light and Power Plant. For diagram, ^ee
Blue Print , No. Y p. , 91- .
(5 ) . The Kapp Potential Regulator is a transformer with a series
primary and a shunb secondary. The coils of the secondary are carried
out ot a switch and a constant difference of potential is maintained
at a point. by adjusting the num.ber of turns and the direction of the
current in the shunt coil. For diagram and explanat ion, see Blue Print,
No. , /
; p. , .
(6) . The Westinghouse Stage Regulator has a coil in series and a
coil in shunt ivith the main circuit. The principle of the regulator
is a variation of inductance in the series and shunt coil by changing
the position of the core. With the core in the series coil, the lamps
of the circuit burn dimly. The inductance of the series coil is a
maximum and impedes the current, the lovver coil acting as a shunt to the
lamps with" small impedance. ?;ith the core in the shunt coil, the lamps
burn brightly. The induct^.nce of the shunt coil is then a maximum and
the impedance of the series coil a minimum. For ex.planation, see Blue
Print, No.,/ ;p. , ^/ .
Art. 7. The principle of alternating constant-current regulation is
to keep the current constant within the range from full-load to short-
circuit,
(l).THE HARTFORD REGULATOR is a transformer of the core type.
The core is surrounded by primary and secondary coils, and the magnetic
circuit is closed by return path outside the cmils. One of the prim-
aries is fixed at the bottom and the other af the top of the central
core. The two secondaries are free to move up e.nd down between the
primary coils; a.nd are so connected that when one rises, the other falls.

When the transformer is in operation, the currents induced in the secon-
dary react upon those in the primary, and tend to force the coils apart.
This increases the magnetic leaka.ge betv/:(en the primary and secondary
coils., which reduces the S.l'.P.iD the secondary , bringing, the current
do;7;n to practically nor'/nal value, even vrith vjide change of resista.nce,
'The force is balanced for the desired rici?riial -current by an adjustable
weight and lever arm connected to the secondary. It is claimed that
this transformer can be adjusted so as to give practically constant-
current from one-third load to full load. The regulation belov; one-
third load is sufficient to prevent injury to a single receiving device
It is, however, undesirable to run at the lighter loads, due to the loYf
power-factor and ef^ficienoy
(2). THE! MAHKATTAE constant -current regulator eli'o-rvs for variation
in the load of the circuit and rjiaintains the current constant at all
loads . Inasmuch as this is the regulator specially investigated in
this thesis, a complete explanation Y/ill be taken up in ChapterSI; Art .,,
CHAPTER III.
CLASSIFICATION.
Art., 8. THE OLASSIPICATION of regulators in <^,eneral comes under the
head of stationary induction apparatus; that is, "apparatus which changes
electric energy from one forrn to another , without passing it through an
intermediate form of energy.."* Under this type of apparatus come pot-
ential regulators v,'hich have a coil in shunt and a coil in series with
the circuit, so arranged that the ratio of transformation betvfeen them
may be varied at will.
These may be divided intc:-
(1 ),Com.pensator potential regulators, in which the nmnber of
turns of one of the coils is changed as in the case of the Stanley and
Stillwell Regulators.
(S). Induction potential regulators, in v/hich the relative pos-
itions of the primary s,nd secondary coils is changed, as in the case of
the General Electric Inductive Potential regulator.
(3). Magneto potential regulators, in which the direction of the
magnetic flux with respect to the coils, is changed, as in the case of
*Standardization Rujes of the American Institute of Electrical Engineer
Paragraph 5, June 26,1899.

the General Electric type "lUR." regulator.*
Art. 9. Regulators may also be subdivided as to the factor under con-
trol. That is:
(l)Potential Regulators.
(8)Current Regulators. ^
The principles , together vrith some V7ell knoT/n types were explained in
Chapter ;Art., 6 ;p., /2 »-
CHAPTER IV.
Art.lC. THE DESIGN CF REGULATORS- varies ¥,'ith the different types
and with the different^ to which they are put. Allovvances Eust be made
for different loads froir' short-circuit and under -load, to over-load con-
ditions; and also for variation in po?/er supply. They should be so de-
signed that the rnaximuin values of teiriperature elevation should not ex-
cecdjin the coils or electric circuits, 55°C by resistance; and other'
parts 45 °C by therrnoter . ° Oil is sometimes used for cooling. Regulator's
ntver Be. uoed.
are designed for a certain frequency and should^ on other frequencies
because of losses and general, poor regulation. The selection of the
type of regulator to be used in any given c<3ge,inust depend on standing
conditions, such as: -generator voltage; degree of regulation required;
frequency;. character of load v/ith respect to its reactance; etc. , and
consequently no general rule c^n be laid d ran. The mechanical details
must be considered, for too intricate mechanical miovements should be
entirely avoided.
Art. 11.- THE DESIGN of electric and magnetic circuits depends upon
four features:
-(1 )The simplest electrical design; (2)The simplest me-
chanical design; (3)The magnetic circuit must be thoroughly adapted to
the functional v/orking; (4 )The construction '.vhich v/ill cost the least
money. These four items are about equauly important in any general
consideration. The design of the Manhattan regulator vdll be taken up
as a special case. See ChapterW; Art . ; p. .
CHAPTER V.
ECONOMICS CP ALTERNATING-CURRENT REGULATION.
Art. IS. IN THE INSTALLATION of any alt ernat ing -current system, it
*Ibid. paragraph 5; June 36,1898.
°Ibid., paragraph 30, p., 8, June '28,1899.
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becomes necessary to consider the location of central s,nd substations,
and feeding ^pints. Such locations should be chosen as »vill give the
best distribution under the conditions of service required. The ideal
ease is v/here the central station or feeding points, are st the electri-
cal centre of gravity of the portion of the systeE considered.
Art., 13. The effect of alternating-current netvforks upon single and
polyphase regulation is to equalize the voltage at various joints.
Breaks, grounds, etc. , do not, in rr.any cases, impair the systern on account
of the interlinking neti'/ork. Bee also Chapter I, Art., 4.
Art
., 14, DROP in an alterna.t ing-cu.Tent circuit iray be defined as
the measured difference in voltage betvveen that voltage at the p.eneratoi
end 8.nd that voltage at the receiver end. This has no reference to the
so-called iinpedence a.nd ohrcic drop, and regulation as here defined and
underst cod, is with reference to the vector relations. In regulating
the alternating-current drop, the line constaits clearly enter in.
Art. ,15. Regulation in the circuit is affected by losses due to '
inductance, capacity, skin effect, resistance and leakage. It is necessar;j
in almost all cases, to determine and separate these lo3:ses in order
that good regulation may be "obtained.
CHAPTER VI.
OPSRATIOK OH' .ALTilRNATING-CURRSNT 'REGULATORS.
Regulation as affected by factors and elevoeaus of electrical sup-
ply.
Art. 16. PRIME "MOVERS. An ideal prime mover is one v/hich will give
an absolutely uniform rate of rotation. Steam and water turbines ap-
-proach .nearer to hhis ideal than any other apparatus. Steam or gas
.crank engines do not have a consu-^nb angular ve^Iccii-y ovfing to bheir
.inherent qualities. Efforts to allay the difficulby are made in the
mult i -crank engines*
As to the deterrainabion of regulation of prime-movers Yf:c have:
"The regulation of a generabor-anit,.con3isting of a generator united
wibh a prime-mover , should be determined .at constant conditions of the
.prime-mover; that is, constant steam. pressure, hea;- of water, etc. It
would include the inherent speedvariations of the prime-movec. "*
*Ibid.Standardization^paragraph 47

"The 'variaiiion
'
, as in a st8am-Gngine,.is the iiiaximuin angular displace-
]ii3nt in posibion o^ the vevolv^ ng member expres oBo. in degrees^f rora the
position it v.'ould oioupy viith uniform rotation, and with one revolution
as 360°" "The 'pulsation'is the ratio of the max imuai change of fre-
quency during an engine cycle, to the average frequency."*
-Art. 17. GEMSRAT0R3. REGaLATIOf^ iJOR 00N3TAKT PRE33UR3.-
"In constant potential machines, the regulation is the ratio of the
maximum difference of terminal voltage from the rated full-load value
(occurring "within the range from full-load to open-circuit ),to the f.ull
load terminal voltage. "° "Or it may be defined as the per centage
rise of the voltage, v/hen luII nonrlnductive load is thrown off, the gen-
erator speed and field excitat ion remaining constant . "*'''
Separately excited alternators are instances in which there is no
inherent tendency toward regulation. The regulation is. usually effect-
•©d by! means of a hand regulator in the field circuit of the shunt- >
wound -.excitsr, or a hand regulator directly in series v/ith the alter-
nator. fields. The adjustment of these regulators may be performed by
various "devices actuated by. a relay placed as a shunt to the main circui i
"Oomposits-vround alternators may be best treated as separately-ex-
cited alternators with a certain number of self -excited series turns
on the field m^ignets. . The self-excited field turns are usually of suf-
ficinet number to m.ake the external characteristic nearly a straight
(horizontal), or slightly rising, voltage )3ine. The compounding that
gives regulation on a non-reactive load may fail for a"ny reactive load,
thus rendering the degree of compounding difficult to predetermine."
The regulation of alternators which are self-excited in shunt or by
a separate-excitfing coil, can usually be satisfactorily effected by mean;
of a variable resistance or hand regulator placed in the exciting cir-
cuit. The regulation might, hoviever, be slightly effected by moving the
brushes, on the rectifying commutator ,but only at the expense of pro-
hibit ii^e sparking and \Tear.°°
Art. 18. REGULATION POR CONSTANT OURRSNT. "In constant -current ma-
chinas, the regulation is the ratio of the maximum difference of current
•from the rabed full-load value (occurring within the range from f ull-
*Ibid, Standardization, paragraph, 63
°Ibid, Standardization,. paragraph 51
-''*"Standard Polyphase a. "paratus. and Systems" Oudin, p.4S
°°"Arter-nating Currents & Alternating Current i/iachinery"O.C. Jackson, •
vol, ii, p. , 380
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load to shorb cirGu.i'G),to blis full load currenb , A further deval-
oprasnl} of this vfill be taken up in Chapter vZIZ; Art .29; p. , aj" ,
Art. 19. LINE, "In transmission lines, feeders, ebc. , the regulabion is
the ratio of the maxiinura voltage diiference at the reoeivin.^ end, be-
tween no-load and full non-induotive load, to the full load voltage at
the receiving end, vdth constant voltage impressed upon • the sanding end,.
The constanbs of the line which affecb regulabion are: -(1 )ResistanGe;
(3)InduGtive reactanos; (3)GapaGity reactanae;(4)"gkin eff ect"; (5)leak-
age; (6)Mutual induction. These are found separately, or. in combination
in almost a/7, lines, and must be taken into c aisiderat ion of line regu-
lation.
(1) The effect of ohmic resistance on regulabion in a line is to
cause IR or. ohmic drop in voltage from generator, end to receiver end.
This in a non-inductive line would be measured by the difference of
potential at each end of bhe line.
(S) The effecb of inductive reactance or regulation in a line, is, to
tend to cause the current to lag behind the impressed E.M.F.. It may. ha^|e
a good or bad effect on regulation according to whether it decreases or
increases bb,e resultant wat bless componenb of the current. This is en-
tirely apart fnom anjj consideration of effecb of self-induction of bhe
line with respecb bo bhe efficiency of transmi.jsion.
(3) Oapaciby and the resulting capacity reactance on lines does not
enter seriously into considerabion, excepb in the case of 'long distance
transmission. Here bhere is quite an expenditure of apiparent energy,
with a proportional increase of I R lo^;s. The effect of capacity of
the line in case of open-circuit is bo be especially noted in bhe charg--
ing currenb and the so-ca)lled resonant rise. Oapaciby effects regula-
tion in two imporbant instances; it;e. resonaiTb rise and neubralizabion.
Where bhe receiver pov/er-factor is lagging, the oapaciby of the line
tends to bring bhe resultant pov/er-facbor nearer unity.
(4) "Skin effecb" in lines, is caused, primarily, by the magnetic re-
versals in the medium surrounding the wire, ,;hich are seb up by bhe al-
ternations of the current.- The cu:'renb densiby ab bends to attain a ful
stable value and would do so if bhe currenb were constanb for 2jny lengtli
^Standardizabion Reporb, American Insftitube Of Ekectrical Sngineers,
Paragraph oS, June 26, 1899.
°Ibid. paragraph 59
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of birae. But before it reaches this point, the current is again revers-
ed, therefore there is. not time allowed for the soaking in. Consequent-
ly.,the outer cylinderical layers have a greater current density than th^
inner layers. The magnitude of the effect depends upon, and is: proport-
ional to, the frequency, of the imgnetie reversals , the thickness, of the
conductor.., and its material. It is evident that the "skin effecf'does
not in any Yfay, alter the ohmic resistance of the line, and, therefore, the
IR drop in not affected. The ultimate effeet , however, on regulation, is
to increase the apparent resistance, as above noted, and thus increase
the impedance drcp. It is: to be noted that thereis, thus, a slight in-
crease of lagging phase displacement.
(5) The effect of leakage, to vrhatever cause it may be due, is, prim-
arily, to produce a wast^ of current. This increases the I.R. drop and
the I^R loss, because a larger current must flow through various port-
ions of the circuit than would be otherwise necessary.
'
(6) The effect of the mutual-induction is. analogous to that of an
ordinary ;sfotic transformer. It is rairainized as the two different cir-
cuits are sore and more separated. In any given case, the measured
mutual induction in henries 'would be added to the self-induction in
henries, giving a t^tal inductive reactances It is evident that mutual-
induction has no more effect on the ohmic resistance and IR drop than
self -inductance. The ultimate effect on regulation is to increase the
effective inductance and, consequently the inductive drop. It is also
to be noted that there is a slight increase in the angle of lag of the
current behind its impressed E .ii.F'.
.4rt.80 OOMPSNSATIOf] refers to overcoming the line drop as such in
order that, for instance, the receiver may have a voltage equal to or
greater than, that of the generator. Consequently, in the ideal distri-
buting system, this would be effected automatically or artif iciai'ly at
the generator, as by. the use of compound series" turns for direct-current
and composite-wound alternators for alternating current. In the case
of the Jlne where there is not transformation, it would be necessary to
depend upon the socalled resonant rise to effect such compensation at
the receiver end as may be desired. This wrJll be accomplished by any
capacity reactance in the circuit, such as electrolytic condensers and
synchronous: motors. If the line has transf ormers, step up, step down, or
both, the rates: of transformation may be a.jpreciably altered by adequate
leading phase displacement at the receiver end. In this case, as in thaji
of a line without a transf orraer, the effect is, primarily, due to the lead
ing phase displacement, but with transformers in the circuit, it results
in simply a boosting effect due to the increased ratio of transf orma-

ao.
tion. In no case is iu to be associated vdfch the preceeding instance
of resonant rise. The regulation, ef feclisd by compensation in well de-
signed lines; may be made as automatic for* variable loads, as in the case
of a vrell designed generator. The usual methiid of compensabioa is the
||
use of synchronous motors and converters as a parb of the receiving cir
cuit,in \Thich case, boost ing by transformers in not necessary. On the
other hand, the boosting effect of transformers may. be entirely, satisfac
orilt effected if there are synchronous mobors or converters on the
circuit to produce the required leading phase displacement.
Art. SI. NEUTRALIZATTON is effected by balancing lagging watbless
cornponents of the current with those tha'o are leading. There is said
bo be complete neutralization Vifhen the algebraic smn of all the vvatb-
Isss currents in bhs receiver circuib is equal to zer c. Thus vvhlle
compensation deals wibh volbage regulation, neubralizabion deals vfith
v/attless current regulation, and there may be complete neu'^ralizat ion
v/ibhoub any corapensabion and,vice versa, there may be perfecb compensa-
bion wibhoub any neubrali.^at ion. Lagging vfattless curreabs are usually
produced by, induction motors and other inductive loads, and are neutral-
ized by leading wattless components of synchronous: motors or converters
and in the case of long distance lines, additional lly by. charging current
Art.SS. B&LAMCH;,as affecting alternating current regulation, prim-
arily considers the question of load relations' in any multi-circuit, as.
three viire systems, and any polypha'se inter-connected system as, two-
phase, three wire,anl three-phase , three dr four wire. Ordinarily reg-
ulators are provided for. mult i-circuib , three wire, distribution which
make it possible to regulate each circuib independently. On the other
hand, regulators for inter-connected polyphase dictribut ion, as. above
noted, usually are arranged for simultaneous regulation of the several
phases, as the Wesbinghouse Potential (Hartford) Regulator. There are,,
hov^ever., r.egulerb or s which al)]ow independent regulation of each circuit
as: in the case of the Stanley and Stillwell regulators.
Art. S3, DROP in a line which is non-inductive may be defined as
bhe measured difference in volbage between the generaboc and receiver
ends of the line. Similarly, in a reactive llne,vfhether the resultant
reactance is due to lagging or leading phase displacement , uhe usual ac-
cepoance of the -word "drop" is that of the measui^ed difference in volt-r
age between the two ends of the line,
.Art,S4 The combined effect of capacity and inductance may be such
as to produce a tendency to so-called resonance. This resonant condi-
tion is. exactly realized when capacity and inductive reactance are re-
spectively equal-that is when Lw=l/'2''/
or, w= /l/OL

:1
in which G=capaciby in farads
L=39lf -induction in henry,s
7/=2nxfrequsncy.
Under such condibions.thsrsfors, it is evident that the voltage at each
end of bhe line will be the same, or the receiver E.M.F.is equal to that
of the generator (S*) Hence,
This resonant tendency is favored by large valaes rather than small, of
the follv:ing factors and constants; frequency, insulation, inductance,
capacity and conductance. When the line is free or open at the d it ant
or receiver end the resonant effects are rnore pronounced at that end
than at the generator. When resonance occurs, the current and impressed
E.M.F^in the circuit are not necessarily in ^hase, except at their in-
stantaneous maximum and minimum values. In ordinary lines, v/ith impress-
ed E.M.F.of sinusoidal wave form, at ordinarjj frequencies, resonant ef-
fects are practically negligible. The effects on regulation of resonanl
rise may be either detrimental or advantageous. A certain amount of
capacity tends to increase the plant efficiency through its boosting ef'-
feet upon the generator E.l.'.F. under proper condit ions, as v;ell as mini-
mizing the I R looses ivhen neutralization is effected.
But marked resonant rise in a line not only ceases to be economical
but is actually vrastefal if the causes producing it become dominant.
Although, on a large scale, less energy can be delivered at the distant ei:
of an appreciably resonant 'line, than on a non-resonant line, yet a great-
er cu^rrent strength can, in so^e cases be delivered over the former than
the latter, a feature primarily due to the simultaneoas phase displace-
ment
.
Art. 35 TH5 PO'/iER FACTOR of a line is the ratio of the true to the
apparent v/atts in the line, or, it is the cosine of the angle of phase
displacement that the current lags behind, or leads, the im.pressed F-.M.F.
It is a well-knovrn fact that v^hen the current is in phase with its
S.M.F.the maximUiii availabe poorer is elelivered. It is evident that the
power factor must be considered in connection with the efficiency in
any given instailationc.in the form of the so-called apparent efficiency .
the product of the true ecficiency and the pov/er factor. For example,
in any system largely inductive, extraordinary current demands 770uld be
made upon the generator out of all proportion to the current required
for the maximum efficiency. In general, therefore, it is desirable to
raise the power factor as nearly equal to unity as possible. This is
accom jlished in mapy Tfay3,the most preactical of v<hich,i3 to place syn-
chronous motors in the receiver circuit betv/een generators and receiv-

3r3 bo neutralize the ordinarily lagging v^abblsss a crnponeao of bli9 cur-
rsnb due bo induction motors and other inductive reoaivers. The chieiT
disadvantage of che use of synchronous motccs is that a direct current
is required for their separate field excitations. In general the syn-
chronous motor should have its field excitabion slightly varied to meet
the variable condibions on bhe line.
Art.S6 RECEIVER. The characbef of the )3oad must
,
primarily, fix the
condibions for regulation. Hence, in choosing receivers, vfe should, as
far as possible, keep in mind the besb condibions of regulation. In many
cases ib is found prsacticable to install apparatus ha^'iing, perhaps, no
other object in viev/ than to effecb,for a bi:ne,such neutralization.
example* of this is the recent installation ol a synchronous iiiot -
or in the Electric Light and Pps'zer Tforks ab Butte, Montana, bo counteract
the lagging v?attless current caused by the largely inductive circuibs
and loads. In general, it is desirable in the receiver, as in the line,
to bring the current as nearly into phase with ibs, B.M.F.as possible.
CHAPTER VII.
THE MANHATTAN REGULATOR.
Art.S7. The manhabban Regulator allows for variation in the la3.d
of bhe circuib and raainbains the currenb constanb under all loads.
It is designed to be placed upon any single or tvro-phase alternating
currenb source of supply ,vrhether thab be a primary source, as from bhe
generator; or a secondary source as from the secondaries of a trans-
former.
The Manhabtan regulator consists of an automatic regulating var-
iable reactance coil in series with the cir-jait. This single coil is
swung at one end of a specially, formed lever arm, so thab by m.oving vert-
ically it 77ill enclose more or less of the middle leg of ari upright"?;"
laminated core. The outside cores of this open m.agnetic circuit com-
plete it through a variable reluctance, dependent upon the relative pos-
ition of bhe movable coil. At the opposibe end of the lever arm is an
adjustable weight counterbalancing the .yeight of the coil and the sol-
enoidal tractive effort. Therefore normally the coil is held in the
*See also Notes on Electric Light and ?o;7er Work at Butte, Monb.
V.R.Cravabh,Elecbrical World and Engineer, vol 37; p. , 143, -Jan 88,lg01.

topiiios:t; position. The reacoion of bhs sTsi-jht holds the coil in equilib
riurn,v»'hen th3 requirscl Gu.Tenfc is 'flovring through the circuii:. 'The reg
ulation is effected in the following liianner; for example:- when lamps
(the re$^ulator being used on a series arc lamp circuit )are sv/itched off
and the current tends to rise, the coil is drawn downward to further en-
close the iron core and so bo embrace the greatest number of lines, the
reactance effect increases, and the current is thus held remarkably con-
stant. The regulation is claimed to be entirely satisfactory within
one-tsnth of an ampere on any size of regulator , from full-load to short
circuit. But tn actual experimental vforking, such ideal regulatioa v/as
very seldom realized and then only under the best conditions of opera-
tion. A mechanical feature of this type of regulator is that there are
no complicated parts; simply open laminated core;a single series coil;
a lever arm mounted on the proper support; and a counter weight. There
is no probability of influencing the delicacy of regulation through
Y/ear and accumulation of dirt. A dash pot on the lever arm is provided
to dampen sudden variations in its movement. The current of the entire
circuit can be changed at any time from about five amperes to eight
amperes by changing the movable weights, on the regulator arm.
Since the regulator consists of a single coil, and therefore has
but two terminals, it can be placed in series at any point in the cir-
cuit, either in the central station, or outside on the line.
Art. 28. THE DS3IGK AND DETAILS OP A FIVE LAMP MANHATTAN REGULATOR.
Manufac turer ' s No.
Type of f'achine
Cycles ^ -
Dimensions of bass.
S72
Type #0
,
60
Length 20"
10"Width
Thickness
Total height of lever arm support
1"
from base
External dimensions of coil
Internal " " "
Exact length of coil
Total length of coil sppol and frame
16 5/16"
5"1/S" '-^'"5 1/?"
3" X 8 1/4"
8"
vfork
Total weight of coil sp, ol and frame
9 3/4."
work 25.^

Dimensions of suspended vjsight;
Length 5 5/S"
Diameter 4"
Total TTSight of suspended weight 17 3/4#
Total length of core 9 1/2"
Length of middle le'l of upright "Tl"core S"
Width of sanie 2 7/18"
Width of outside legs of "W"Gbre 1 5/16" each
Total Y/idth of core 3"
Totai thickness of core 2 1/2"
Brass dash pot 6" long
Effective length of lever arm froiii support
to coil 7 1/16"
Effective length of lever arm from support
to suspended v/eight 11 13/13"
Nuiifoer of eiftra i7eights 8
Weight l' v/ei.ghs .561
II I! 2 n
\t H <-\o II
II II 4 II c:/i
.
047>
II II 5 II
.
54 >'
11 11 >«
. 04>;*
I! I! 7 II
(-(-«//
. DDT'
II II II
Material of y/e ights Oast iron
Total wei xht of regulator About 140i'

2^.
,
CHAPTER 7IIX.
PfilRFORMANOE AND TESTING OF MANHATTAN
REGDLATOR',NTJL'BER 272,
Art. 39-, Expsrimen'G 1. The Manhabban regalabor was placed in series
with three (3) uanhabtan enclosed series arc lamps and a water rheostat,
An arametar was placed in the circuit and a voltmeter placed across the
lamps and water rheosbab. The supply was one rhase of the plant 440
volb service. For diagram of bhe connections see Plata^S"; p,,JO-.
The load was varied by varying rheosbat and number of lamps. Readings
of tiie ammeter , voltmeter and posibionoi bhe regulation coil or its scal^ .
The value of weights on the regulator was kept constant for each parti-'
cular seb oT observabions. DiTferenb sets svere taken for several con-
stant values of the weights. A set of observations comprised a range
of valaes debermined by bhe load so bhat readings were taken from the
maximum upper, position bo the maxi"jTum lower position of the regulator
coil. The data for this experiment will be found in TablesI-iX;p
Art. 30. EXTEREiAL C!HARA0TERTSTI03,as found from experimenb 1.
The first set of curves (see Plate I p. , 5/- )gives the relation between
the amperes in the circuit and the drop across the load for any given
oonstanb value or combination of weights. IProm the curves it will be
seen bhat bhe regulation is much better for. the higher values than for
the lovrer values of the weights. Furthermore bhab the maximium varia-
tion from light lo:^d to full-load ranges from two-bonbhs to bhree-tenths
of an ampere.
From bhe above set of curves, a relation between value of weights,
and amperes at any consbant E.M. P. determined. Plate II, p., 3Z, shows
this relation and for anj? desired currenb at any required load, the
value of weights may be therefore at once determined. A point Y/hich
should be noted is that the curves seem to be flat ab about 8,5 amperes
or the normal current of the lamps. From this seb of curves another
interesting set may be derived, (see Plate III,p53-) Keeping the current
oonstanb , curves, between S.M.F.and value of weights may be plotted, the
special feabure being that it is alraosb a straight line relation.
Art. 31. OOIL FOSITIOM. When the shorb lever arm(the one from the
support bo bhe coil)was in a horizontal position, as measured by a level
the coil was said to be in a zero position as shown by the attached
scale, A scale, reading in tenths of inches, was so placed on bhe core
==— = _ _=_= ..
:

that, by means of a pointer, plus or minus, readings could be taken ac-
cordinjs to vfhether the coil v/as above or belo^7 its so-called sero pos-
ition. The reading thus taken will, hereaf ber, be called the "scale read-
i ng " . (See Plate xES!
,
p
.
, )
Art.82.EXPLARATI0M OF .AMPERIH ' SOALfl READING, Sxperi'ment 1. From the
above dataCsaiiie as experiment (1 ) ) curves betv/sen amperes in bhe circuit
and "scale reading" were plotbed. See Plabe IV,p.,5V. These curves
are all of a sirriilar nature, i.e. reverse curves, and shov? hov; the current
varies v/ith the position of the coil and vjith bhe load, the value of
weights remaining constant for any one curve. As in the previous case
bhe carves are Tiore nearly straight- lines for the higher values of the
current and of weights. Als(,the relation between the drop of poten-
tial across the load and the position of the regulating coil is shown
on Plate l^-g,,3dr. It was impossible to draw a curve for each case
owing to the slight interlinking of the poiabg. This irregulariby is
li
to be abtributed to the variabion of bhe supply volbage and to the '
friction of the regulator coil on the core. However, the general form
of the curve is shown by the targeb diagram and by bhe mean actual curvis
drawn in black.
Art. 33. EXPERIMENT 2. PRIKOIPLE 6E BENT LEVER ARIL The object of
this Experiment was bo obtain a, relation bebween bhe counter pull exerb
ed by the s:uspended weight anfl the solenoidal traebive effort of the
magnetic lines of force for any particular posibion. For this pur Tose
a spring balance was attached to the lower part of the regulating coil
(see Plate^T; p. .1 and to bhe flcor. Also, a scale reading in degree ;
was attached to the long lever arm, OA. This scale was used to check
the scale on the coil reading in inches, since it could be read more ac-
curately and there was a const irnt relation between bhe bwo. A certain
number of exbra weight3( vm)ivere placed on the suspended weight (W) and
the regulabing pd)il was varied from its maxim.um( + ) position bo ibs m.ax-
imum( -)posit ion by pu)-cing down on the spring balance. Readings were
taken ab certain intervals, of bhe spring balance, bhe two scale readings
and of the consbant nmnber o? v7eighbs oa (?!). Then the number of
weights was changed and the operation continued for all combinations of
weights. This gave bhe data(see TableX
; p. ,6/. )f or the following de-
terminations: -
Art. 34. Let(cO represent the angle which the shorb lever arm 00
makes with its horizontal position or the plane ("N). Let the reading
of bhe scale in inches be (S). Then the
cot a=00 /S
Then for any of the above data(3ee TableX ;p. j^^^the value of cot a

may be plotted, {zee Plate VI, p., -J^-) These curves are the characteristr
icr cotangent curves and are the same for all of the data, rlcv; the ef-
fective lever arm of the r3yula:;ing coil is 00 only when 00 is in a hor-
izontal position. Thus^ v^hen 00 makes an angle(o;)'7ith its horizontal
position or the plane MN,the effective lever arm bhen becomes, not 00,
but OOxcos a, "ov'jjthe value of cot a being knovrn(having .given the val-
ue of the curves for cot oOcos a iriay be plotted, knov/ing the measured
value of 00. (See Plate VI, p., 36,) This curve, as in the case of the
curves for cot a will be the same for all sets of data.
Let the pounds .pull on the spring balance be callerl (T). Then
plot the relation betvieen scale reading in inches (S) and pounds pull
(T), (see Plate VII, p. , ^ ) ^ thevalue of vveights remaining consbaat for
any one particular curve. These curves shov* a general characteristic
V7ithin the load limits of the regulator.
The movement of the lever arm 00 about (o) as a centre is evident-
ly the product of the pounds pull (T) and the effective lever arm. •
(OOxcos a) or the product is T^OO-cos o:. Thus the curve (on Plate VI,
p.:, 56 )between OCcos a. and scale reading may be united vfith the curve
(on Plate VII, p.., 37)between T pound pull and scale reading and the re-
sultant curve between scale reading and tractive effort or TxOG>^cos a
may be plotted, (see Plate VIII, p. ,3f ). These curves are, cvithin bhe
limits of the regalator and accuracy of experiment
,
practicably straight
lin es. The interpretation of this is, that the position of the regulat-
ing coil on the core bears a consb.ant relation to the torque about the
point (o). Herein is evidently the secret of the peculiar bend in the
Manhattan Regulator lever arm. For thisreason ao"parent.']y the lever arm
has b5fen given such a peculiar form.
Art. 35. EXPSRIMEKT 3. ST^AIGHTLHJVER MilL Further to prove the
results derived in experiment 2, i.e. the relations between zhe position
of the coil, the torque, and the bend of the lever arm; a straight lever
arm was forged and placed on the regulator in lieu of the bent arm.
The experiment was operated under exactly the same conditions as in
the previous case, (see data Tahlasn:; q. Plate IX;pJ^, shows the
curves between OOcos a and scale reading, and between T pounds pull and
scale reading as before. A marked difference is noticeable comparing
the latter curves with those on Plate VII,p37,for the original bent
lever arm data. Oombining the curves on Plate IXmp.,J9,as in the pre-
vious experiment , the curves between T>^00xcos a and scale reading, are
obtained(3ee Plate X,p ). These curves, unlike the former ones, are
rifit straight lines, bub reverse curves as we should expect from the
nature of the straight lever arin. Hence, there is no definitely con-

stant relation bebv/een the torque and scale reading in this case and a
straight lever arm vvould not give' good regulation. Thus it further
proves chat the conclusions reached in expsriinent 8 are correct, and
that the Manhattan regulator has a certain, defined bend in its lever
arm to obtain a constant relation between torque and position of the
coil.
.Ai?t.38..Sxperiiiient 4. SFFIOIENCY AND POWER FACTOR OF THE MAHKAT-
TAK REGULATOR.
In this experiment it vjas desired to find the efficiency and
pov;er factor of the regulator. The a. paratus was set up as shown in
Plate^< p -^2, one phase of the plant 440 volt supply/ being used. The
load was varied by means of alternating series inclosed arc lamps and
a water rheostat in series. Readings were taken of the input and out-
put
,
wattmeters and voltmeters, the ammeter, and of the voltage drop a-
cross the regulator, (see Taliils2xl
, p . The series (A) was taken for
automatic regulation with six weights on'- the regulator. The results
are shown on Plate XI, p^/. The curve of efficiency varies froin 50 per
cent., at 800 oitput v7atus,to 95 per cent., at 3600 output vfatts. The
power factor varies from 60 per cent., at 400 output watts to 91 per
cent., at 8300 output watts and 86 per cent., at 8600 vvatts. The curves
of I sin q) and E (output volts) are also shown on a load output base.
4rt.37. EXPERIMENT 5
The experiment was again performed as above, but with an auto-
matic regulation of. eight weights on the regulator. The results of
this series (B) are found on Tablexm, p 73, and Plate XII, p^z. The
efficiency varies from 65 per cent,, at 400 v^atts to 99 per cent., at
3800 watts, and the power factor varies from 81.5 per cent,, to 39 per
cent ., between the same limits. These values are a trifle lower than
in the previous case and it w culd indicate that the former is a better
condition of operation. The reason for this may be in the fact that
sjx weights give more nearly the normal cufrent of the lamps than do
eight weights.
Art. 38, EXPERIMENT 6.
In this experiment the efficiency and power factor were de-r
termined for artificial regulation. The a.'paratus was et up the same
as before and the general opera tionv^as the same. Instead, however, of
keeping the value of weights constant, it was varied in order to keep
the current at its noriaal value of 3.6 amperes. The value of weights
necessary to do this is gifeen in Tabled
, d 7,?' . The effect on the
sfficiency and povrer ractor(as seen by Plate XIII, p y3)seems to be to
raise their values at the lighter loads. The efficiency varied from

as.
75 per ceac..,at 500 vvatts oabpab to 94 per ceao,,aG 8600 Yfatos,and the
power factor, "between the same limits varied froiii 71 per cent., to SS per
cent., Tfith a maximum of 90 per cent., at a load of 2300 ?.'atts.
Art. 39. Experiment 7. EFFECT 0? SHUNTED OAPAOITY ON REGULATION. .
The object of this experiment was to determine the effect of shunt-
ed capacity on regulation. ' The apparatus v?as set up as shovm in Plate
,v. ,:ys . A synchronous motor was put in parallel vfith the load to
serve the purpose of equivalent shunted capacity. The load was kept
constant and the excitation of the synchronous motor was varied from
.45 to. 80 amx)eres "readings beina taken every .05 amrperes. Four series
were taken(s3(e Tabless£ii''fp. , 77')i. e. S lamp load, 3 lamp load,l lamp
load and no lamp load. Sight weights v/ere kept on the regulator con-
stantly throughout the four series. Plate XIV, pvv, (the upper set of
curves) shovs the relation between the drop in potential across the
regulator and the excitation of the synchronous motor. These are seen
to be praictically straight lines and to decrease as the load decreases.
The upper curve is for (O)lamp load while the lower is for (3)lamp
load.
Plate XIV,pV'/(the lovjer set of curves )3how3 the relation between
the current through the regulator and lamps, and the excitation of the
synchronous motor. These curves show the current practmcally constant
for any one load. The greatest variation being one-tenth of an ampere,
a remarkable performance under any condition. The uppermost cmrve re-
presents the greatest load (3 lamps) and the lowest curve represents
the lowest load (no lamps). The regulation is much better than it ap-
pears from the curves owing to the large scale used. See data tables
^£77-^ py 71 fur ther prove this.
On Plate XV,pv5the curves between total amperes load input and the
excitation of the synchronous motor are shown for the four series of
different loads. It is seen from these curves that the resultant phase
displacement of the circuit passed from lagging to leading. The no-
displacement line (ill) may aoso be approxim.ately drawn. It is evident
that these curves follow the same general rule as those of a synchron-
ous motor obtained from the characteristic nest of (V) shaped curves.
Plate XVI. pvfc, gives the curves betv/een the resultant power factor
of the circuit and the excitation of the synchronous motor, for the
four series. A peculiar incident is that they all cross at one point,
and are, characteristically unstable at or about unity power factor.
Plate XXII, p^7,gives the locus of the total current. The base
line was taken as unity power factor and the rectors represent the
total amperes making an angle cp Tzith the base as determined from the

3o.
resultant power factor cos qp . This plate(XVII) is. for -3 lamp load or
series (A) of data.
Plate XyiII,pv^,is a relation derived from Plats XVI, pV6.' The
eneroy current necessary for any load (in this case 3 lamp load) is
constant and the wattless current is rriade to vary by varying the ex-
citation ol the synchronous ;iiotor. The ener.^,y current is projected o-
ver and likev/ise the apparent current for any point. This gives the
value of the wattless component for that particular resultant current.
Art. 40. Sxperiraent 8. EPFiilCT OF NEUTRALIZATION ON RE3ULATI0N.
The Westinghouse 10 Kw., Rotary was run as a three phase (delta)
generator. The supply (410 volts), taken from this !nachine,?7as trans-
formed down to lie volts by the D transformers. A General ^Ulectric
Rotary vms run in parallel as a synchronous motor, ocf the supply. The
excitation of the generator 7;as kept constant, and that of the synchron-
ous motor was varied. The povfer factor of the circuit was kept con-
stant for any set of readings by the ratio of v'/atts in the leggs.
Plate XlXj p<'f,shovfs the average generator voltage on an output base.
The upper curve is for a constant leading po/Ler factor of 8-5. The
central curve is for constant unity porter factor, while the ilovicr curve
is for 85 per cent constant povrer factor lagging. Prom thes^ curves
we see the very appreciable effect of lagging and leading currents on
the output voltage. As is usua.-lly the case, the lagging currents low-
ers the voltage and the leading current slightly raises it.
Art. 41. 8i]:WERAL C.'CNGLDSIONS.
In general it may be said:
(1) That the action of the Llanhattan regulator in regulation is
shown to be entirely satisfactory within the range of load for which
it ?ms designed.
(2)That a bent lever arm is evidently necessary in a series cir-
cuit of variable reluctance, such as the series enclosed arc lamp cir-
cuit
(3) TRat the effect of equivalent shunted capacity by use of syn-
chronous, mot or
,
on external regulation is altogether ex f icient, economic
and beneficial. The best regulation, obtainable, was under such condi-
tions
,
notwithstanding a wide range of phase displacement excited in
this combination on either side of unity power factor.
Pinis.
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